
Engaging the public, a key for NBS 
mainstreaming

SARCC Final Conference



▪A review of the long durée demonstrates how human 
and natural influences contribute to the evolution of 
the coastline.

▪Historical, artistic and archaeological information can 
provide a visual narrative of the changing coast.

▪This helps stakeholders, coastal managers and decision 
makers consider solutions that work with long-term 
natural processes.



https://sarcc.maritimearchaeologytrust.org













https://sketchfab.com/maritimearchaeologytrust/collections
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WP2 Guidance Booklet 
for coastal managers 
and decision makers

WP1 Guidance Booklet 
providing long term 
context for stakeholders



Registered charity number 1153740

Climate Change 
and Flooding 
Assembly



Waves in the sea become rougher and higher

Tony Armstrong-Sly

When lots of heavy rain falls 
quickly, it can cause flooding 









Enjoyed by almost half a million 
people



https://sarcc.maritimearchaeologytrust.org/

https://sarcc.maritimearchaeologytrust.org/




The SARCC project has used a range of methods to engage the 
public and stakeholders with a narrative that harnesses artistic, 
historical and archaeological data to convey the longue durée, gain 
wisdom from hindsight and advocate a way forward with Nature 
Based Solutions.
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